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GREEN'S RELATIONS FOR STOCHASTIC MATRICES 
J. R. WALL, Auburn 
(Received December 13, 1973) 
A real nonnegative m x n matrix Ä is stochastic if the sum of all the entries in 
each row is 1. If Л^, the transpose otA, is also stochastic, then A is doubly stochastic. 
The set S„[D„] of all n x n stochastic [doubly stochastic] matrices forms a compact 
Hausdorff semigroup under matrix multiplication with the n x и identity matrix / 
as identity element. 
An element a of a semigroup S is regular if axa = a for some x e S. For A and В 
regular elements of ^„[Dj, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for each 
of the systems 
(1) AX = B, BY=A, X,YeS„lD„] 
and dually, 
(2) XA=B, YB = A, X, Ye S,[D,] 
to be consistent. 
1. Preliminaries, idempotents. Certain definitions and results from the theory of 
semigroups will be useful. The algebraic facts summarized below may be found in 
[2, Chapter 2] and those requiring compactness in [6]. 
Let 5 be a semigroup with identity, and let a, b e S, The relation ^[«^, /^] is 
defined on S by a ^ b[a =âf b, a /" b] if a and b generate the same principal right 
[left, two-sided] ideal of S. The relation ^ is defined as the join of M and ^, and the 
relation Ж as the intersection of ^ and if. These relations are called Green's relations 
on S, and each is an equivalence relation on S. 
Equivalently, a M Ь[а if Ь] if and only if ax = b and by = a [xa = b, yb — a] 
for some x, у e S. Thus the problem of solving matrix equations (l) in S„ may be 
stated in two other ways: first, as the problem of characterizing ^ on 5„; and second, 
of finding all matrices В in S„ which lie in the same ^-equivalence class with a given A 
in S„. Similar remarks hold for if and for D„. 
If a S-class D of a semigroup S contains one regular element, then every element 
of D is regular. Each ^-class and each if-class of S contained in D contains an 
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idempotent. The c^-cla«ses of S which contain an idempotent are just the maximal 
subgroups of S. 
Since 'S'„[D„] is compact, ^ = /^ on Sj[D„^. Every compact semigroup S contains 
a unique minimal two-sided ideal called the kernel of S. The kernel of ^„[D^] is 
described in the following theorem, which also identifies the idempotents in S„[D„] 
of rank 1. 
Theorem 1.1. (SCHWARZ [10]) (a) An idempotent element of ^„[Dj has rank 1 
if and only if it has constant columns. Every such idempotent is a right zero 
element of S„, and S„ contains no left zeros. The only rank 1 idempotent in D^ is 
the matrix having each entry equal to l/n, and it is the zero element of D„. 
(b) The kernel К of the semigroup 5'„[D„] is the set of all rank 1 idempotents 
in S„[D„]. Each maximal subgroup contained in К contains only one element. 
Thus each ^-class of К is a singleton, and К contains only one M-class. 
The next two results identify all idempotents in S„[D„]. In the sequel the term 
''canonical idempotent" in S„[D„] will refer to an idempotent which is expressed 
exactly in the form and with the notation of these results. 
Theorem 1.2. (DOOB [3]) Let E be an idempotent in S„ with rank k. Then there 





. 0 0\ 
. 0 0 
• Ek 0 
. ^. 0/ 
where each Ei is a positive ni x n,- stochastic matrix of rank 1; each Fi is an 
n^+i X П1 matrix of the form F^ = О^Е^ with each F,- an п^+\ x n^ + i nonnegative 
diagonal matrix such that D^ + ... + Dk = I, and each E\ consists of n^+i rows 
each equal to a row of E^; n^ + ... + n^+i = n; n^ ^ ... ^ n^'^ n̂ ^̂ -i ^ 0; and 
It is understood here and in similar situations in what follows that the columns of 
zeros on the right of PEP^ or the blocks F j , . . . , Fĵ  may not appear. 
Corollary 1.3. (Doob [3], Schwarz [11]) Let E be an idempotent in D„ with rank k. 
Then there exists an n x n permutation matrix P such that 
PEP"^ = Fi 0 ^ 2 0 . . . eFfe 
where each E^ is the n^ x n^ matrix having each entry equal to l/n,-; n̂  + ... + n̂  = 
= n\ and n̂  ^ П2 ^ ... ^ n̂  ^ 1. 
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2. Green's relation ^ for 5„. We begin by characterizing those elements of S^ 
which He in the same ^-class with a canonical idempotent E. The form of such 
a matrix A depends upon the way E is partitioned into blocks of rows, that is, upon 
the numbers n,-, and upon the diagonal matrices D .̂ In the course of the proof, 
a method for constructing solutions to the system (l) will be indicated for the case 
where В is idempotent. 
Theorem 2.1. Let E be a canonical idempotent in S„ with rank k, and let A e 5„. 
Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(a) A^ E; that is, the system AX = £, £У = Л, X, У e S„, is consistent. 




. . . 0 0\ 
. . . 0 Ol 
0 0 . . . /It 0 
\ l / i I / , . . . 17, O/ 
where each A^ is an n,- x t^ stochastic matrix of rank 1, and Ui = D^A'^ with each 
row of A[ equal to a row of A^. 
(c) The rows of A can be partitioned into the form 
\Mk+il 
where each M^ is an ni x n stochastic matrix of rank 1; the matrices M^, . . . , Mf^ 
are mutually orthogonal; and M^+i = D^M^ + .. . + Dj^M^ where each row of M\ 
is a row of Mi. 




where each M^ is n̂  x n. Since EA = A, Е^М^ = M^ for i = 1, . . . , fc, and F,M, + .. . 
. . . + FfcMfe = Mfe+i. Thus rank(Mi) ^ rank(£i) = U so гапк(М,.) = 1 for i = 
= 1 , . . . , k. Since Mi is stochastic, the columns of M» are constant for i = 1, ..., k. 
Partition X by 
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where each Xiis n x «,-, Then ÄE = E implies 
« 
.MiXi = Ei for / = 1,...,/c; 
MiXj = 0 for / + ; , f,; = 1,...,/c; 
М Д , ^ + 1 = 0 for f = 1, . . . , A: + 1 ; 
and 
M,^,Xj = Fj for i = l , . . . , / c . 
For к > 1, suppose M^ > 0 for some i = 1, . . . , fc. Then, for any7 ф i,j = 1, . . . , fc, 
МД^. = 0, so Xj = 0. But then Ej = M^Xy = 0, contrary to Ej > 0. Therefore M^ 
has at least one column of zeros for i = 1 , . . . , k. Let Г,- be the number of nonzero 
columns of Mi, i = 1, ..., k. If A: = 1, it may be that t^ = n; in this case Л = 
= Ml = Л,. 
Now assume t^ < n. Let P^ be an и x n permutation matrix such that the first t^ 
columns of MjPi are nonzero. Then, fory = 2, ..., /c = 1, 0 = M^Xj = M^P^PlXj, 
so the first ti rows of P[Xy are zero. Thus 
where Л^ is an n^ x ti stochastic matrix of rank 1, and , 
Y^2l ^ 2 2 / . 
where X ij^isaf][ X Wĵ  stochastic matrix with 
Pix, jTv / ^ 1 1 
V^21 
If fc = 1, then /4Pi has the form 
U^ 0 
^ ^ 1 - xj^^ Q 
Assume now that к > 1, and, for 7 = 2 , . . . , /c, let M^P^ = [Bj, Cj) where Лу j ^ 
fij X r^. Then 
0 = M ^ i =BjX,, +CjX2, 
so БуХц = 0. Thus, if Bj has a positive column, then the corresponding row ofX^ 
is a zero row, which is impossible since X ^ is stochastic. Hence Bj = 0 for / ^ 
= 2 , . . . , / c . 
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By repeating the process A: times, we obtain an n x n permutation matrix P = 
= P1P2... Pk such that 
fA,0 . . . 0 0 ^ 
0 Л2 . . . 0 0 
AP = 
0 0 ... Ak 0 
\u, t/2 ... I/. u,^J 
where each Ai is an n̂  x t^ stochastic matrix of rank 1. At each stage the matrix P^ 
is chosen so that it fixes the first t^ + ... + ^i-i columns of ЛР^ ... Р;„1. Also P^X 
has the form 
X,, . . . 0 0 
^^^ =̂  0 ... X,,0 
\w, ... w, w,^,i 
where each Хц is a, ti x n̂  stochastic matrix. 
Now consider the block 
и = {u,,...,u,,u,^,). 
Now the rank o{ A^ @ ... @ A^is к = rank (A), so each row of I/ is a linear combina­
tion of the first n ~ /ifc+i rows of AP. Hence, since AP is stochastic, t/^+i = 0 , 
and Uj = GjAj for J = 1, ..., A:, where each Aj consists of n^+i rows each equal to 
a row of Aj, each Gj is an щ+i x n^+i diagonal matrix, and Ĝ  + .. . + Ĝ^ = / . 
Thus, for7 = 1, . . . , /c, 
DjE'j = F J = Mu^.Pp-'Xj = UjXjj = GjA'jXjj = GjM'jXj = GjE]. 
But E] > 0 and Dj - Gj is diagonal, so Dj = Gj. Hence Uj = DjA] for; = 1, ..., fc. 
This completes the proof that (a) impHes (b). 
Assume now that (b) holds. Let Г be the и x n stochastic matrix 
Y=Y, Yk®Z 
where each Y^ is the t^ x n^ stochastic matrix having each row equal to a row of £,-, 
and Z is any stochastic matrix of appropriate size. Then APY = E. But EAP = ЛР, 
so AP Ш E. Now AP Ш A and M is transitive, %o АШЕ. Thus (a) holds. 
That (b) and (c) are equivalent is clear, which completes the proof of the theorem. 
The first of the following corollaries removes the restriction that the idempotent E 
be canonical, while the second gives necessary and sufficient conditions for two 
canonical idempotents to be ^-equivalent. For the proof, note that AMBif and only 
if QAQ^ Ш QBQ^ for Q any permutation matrix. 
Corollary 2.2. Let F be an idempotent in S„ and let A e S„. Then A^ F if and only 
if for some n x n permutation matrices P and ß , QAQ^P has the form (3) and 
QFQ^ is a canonical idempotent. 
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Corollary 2.3. Two canonical idempotents in S„ are ^-equivalent if and only if 
their corresponding blocks have the same dimensions and the diagonal matrices 
which determine the last n^+i rows of each are identical. 
Since there are uncountably many choices for the row in E; whenever n̂  ^ 2, 
Corollary 2.3 shows that any ^-class of S„ which contains one canonical idempotent E 
must contain uncountably many, provided only that at least one block Ê  of E has 
order 2 or greater. 
As a result of the next theorem, if a stochastic matrix A itself has the form (3), 
then this is sufficient for A to be regular. The matrix 
is regular, since A is idempotent, but not of the form (3), so the condition is not neces­
sary. Indeed, A cannot be put in the form (3) by any column permutation. 
Theorem 2.4. Let A e S„, If A has the form (3), then there exists a canonical 
idempotent E in S„ such that A^E. Consequently, A is regular. 
Proof. Use the matrix У introduced at the end of the proof of Theorem 2.1 with 
each Ff having each entry equal to l/wf. 
The following corollary gives necessary and sufficient conditions for two regular 
stochastic matrices to he in the same ^-class, and hence for the system (1) to be 
consistent. Regularity does not need to be assumed for the sufficiency. 
CoroUary 2.3. Let A, В e S„. Then A and В are regular and AM В if and only 
if there exist n x n permutation matrices P^, Pz, cind Q such that QAQ^P^ and 
QBQ^Pi each have the form {Ъ) with corresponding blocks having the same dimen­
sions and with identical diagonal matrices determining the last n^+x rows of each. 
Proof. Assume A and В are regular, and A MB. Then there exists an n x n 
permutation matrix Q such that QAQ^ and QBQ^ are both in the same ^-class as 
some canonical idempotent E of S„. Thus there exist n x n permutation matrices P^ 
and P2 such that QAQ^P^ and QBQ^Pz each have the form (3). The converse follows 
by using the canonical idempotent E of Theorem 2.4. 
3. Green's relation if for S„. We again begin by characterizing those elements A 
in S„ which lie in the same .^-class with a canonical idempotent E. The result is similar 
to that for ^ , but here the form of Л depends upon the matrices Ê  as well as the way 
in which E is partitioned into blocks of columns. 
Theorem 3.1. Let E be a canonical idempotent in S„ with rank k, and let A e S„. 
Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(a) A ^ E; that is, the system XA = E,YE = A, X, Ye S„ is consistent. 
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(b) There exists an n x n permutation matrix P such that PA has the form. 
(4) PA = 
[Ai 0 . 
0 ^ 2 -
0 0 . 
. . 0 0\ 
. . 0 0 
where each Ai is a t^ x ni stochastic matrix of rank 1 having each row equal to 
a row of Ell and where U^ = GiA-, where each A[ consists of t == n — t^ — .,. — tj^ 
rows of Ai, each Gi is a t x t diagonal matrix, and G^ + ... + Gj^ = I. 
Proof. Assume (a) holds. Partition A by 
A = {M,,..,,Mj,,Mj, + ,) 
where each M̂ - is n x п .̂ Since AE = A^M^+i = 0 , and М,£,- = M^ for i = 1, . . . , fc. 
Partition X by 
X = 
where each X,- is n,- x n. Then XA = E implies 
and 
XiMi = Ei for f = 1,...,/c; 
XiMj = 0 for i =¥ j \ ij = 1, . . . , fc ; 
X,^,Mj =Fj for ; = 1, . . . , / c . 
Now Mßi = Ml and E^ positive imply that if Mj has a zero in any row, then that 
entire row must be a row of zeros. Thus a row of M,- must be either positive or a row 
of zeros. Now M^ Ф 0, so rank (M,) = 1 for f = 1, . . . , /c. 
If fc = 1, then Ml > 0 since A = (Mj, 0) is stochastic. In this case M^Ei = M^ 
implies each row of M^ is a row of E^. Thus A itself has the form (4) where Ai = M^ 
and the block U^ is missing. 
Now assume A: > 1. If M^ > 0 for some i = 1,..., k, then, for any j Ф i, XjM^ = 0 
implies Xj = 0. Thus Ej = XjMj = 0, a contradiction. Hence each M^ has zero 
entries, thus rows of zeros. Let ŵ  be the number of positive rows in each M^. 
Let Pi be an w X и permutation matrix such that the first u^ rows of PiM^ are 
nonzero. Then, for i = 2 , . . . , /c, 0 = X^M^ = XiPlP^Mi, so the first u^ columns 
of X^Pl are zero columns. Thus 
' \0 A* 22 
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where At is u^ x n^, A^^ is MJ X (« - " ' ~ "*+i)' ^"'^ 
\ ^ 3 1 ^ 3 2 / 
where Хц is n̂  x ŵ , апаХз! is n^+i ^ "i* ^^^/ = 2,.. . , к, let 
where ßy is м̂  x Иу. Then 
0 =X^Mj =X,,Bj +X,2Cj, 
so XiiBj = 0. If Bj has a positive row, then the corresponding column of Хц is 
a column of zeros. If each of the Ui rows of Л а̂ == (^2,..., B̂ t) has positive entries, 
then each column of Z ^ is a column of zeros. Thus E^ = ХцЛ* = 0, a contradic­
tion. Hence Äi2 has at least one row of zeros. Let t^ be the number of rows of zeros 





are rows of zeros, and the last м̂  — ti rows are the rows of Л12 which contain positive 
entries. Then 
Ml 0 o\ 
6 1 ^ ^ = 0 Л22 0! 
\и*г ^32 
where Ai is a fi x n^ stochastic matrix and U* is (м^ - î j x ti^. If ïj = «1, then 
l/f = 0. Now" 
ÔiPiMi = ( 0 ) , 
so, since MiEi = Mi, AiE^ = Л^. Thus each row of A^ is a row of E^. Further­
more, rank (ôi^i^^i) = rank (Mj) = 1, so C/t = G^Al where G* is a (MJ - Г̂ ) x 
X (MJ — t^) nonnegative diagonal matrix and Ä[ consists of (ŵ  — t^) rows each 
equal to a row of Л1. 
By repeating this process we obtain n x n permutation matrices P^,..., P̂ ,̂ 
Qu ", Qk such that PA has the form (4) with P = ОЛ» • • -, 6 i^ i . For i := 2,.. . , /c, 
the number t^ is the number of rows of zeros in the submatrix at the i-th step which 
is analogous to Л12- If ti = w,- for some i, then 11^ = 0 and so Ĝ  = 0. Thus (b) holds. 
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Conversely, let 7 be the n x n stochastic matrix 
0 . . . y, 0 
\Zi . . . Z, 0/ 
where each Yi is any n̂  x f̂  stochastic matrix of rank 1; and where Z^ = D^Y/ with 
each Yl consisting of n^ + i rows each equal to a row of 7 .̂ Then, for i = 1, ..., /c, 
YfEf = ^ i and 
so YPA = £. But also РАЕ = РЛ, so PA Se E. Now Л i f РЛ and the relation Se 
is transitive, %o A ^ E. This completes the proof. 
The remaining results in this section are analogous to those at the end of the 
previous section. The proofs are similar to these previous results, and hence are 
omitted. 
Corollary 3.2. Let F be an idempotent in S„, and let A e S„. Then A ^ F if and 
only if there exist n x n permutation matrices P and Q such that PQAQ^ has the 
form (4) and QFQ^ is a canonical idempotent. 
Corollary 3.3. Two canonical idempotents in S„ are ^-equivalent if and only if 
their corresponding blocks E^ are identical. 
Since there are uncountably many choices for the diagonal matrices D^ in the ca­
nonical form whenever the blocks P^ appear and /c ^ 2, Corollary 3.3 shows that an 
if-class of S„ which contains one canonical idempotent must contain uncountably 
many canonical idempotents or else no other canonical idempotent except E. 
The next theorem provides a sufficient condition for an element A of S„ to be 
regular. Again the matrix A given just before Theorem 2.4 is regular, but not of the 
form (4), so the condition is not necessary. In fact, no row permutation will bring A 
into the form (4). 
Theorem 3.4. Let A e S„. If A has the form (4), then there exists a canonical 
idempotent E in S„ such that A £f E. Consequently A is regular. 
As a corollary we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for two regular 
elements of 5„ to be in the same if-class. Again, regularity is not required for the 
sufficiency. 
Corollary 3.5. Let A, В s S„. Then A and В are regular arid A ^ В if and only if 
there exist n x n permutation matrices P i , P2, and Q such that P^QAQ^ and 
PzQPQ^ each have the form (4), where the corresponding blocks Ai on the main 
diagonals are identical. 
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4. Maximai subgroups of 5„. We now apply the results of the last two sections to 
obtain a new proof of the theorem of Schwartz [10] that the maximal subgroups of S„ 
are isomorphic to full symmetric groups. Since the maximal subgroups containing 
the idempotents E and PEP^, for any permutation matrix P, are isomorphic, it is 
sufficient to consider only those maximal subgroups HE where E is a canonical 
idempotent. 
Theorem 4.1. Let E be a canonical idempotent in S„ with rank k, and let A e S„. 
Then A Ж E if and only if A has the form 
(5) 
where each M^ is ni x ny, for each i and each j there is exactly one Mij which is 
nonzero, and each row of this M^j is a row of Ey, and where Wj = DiM\p where M\j 
consists of Wfc+i rows of the nonzero block Mij. 
Proof. Assume АЖ E, Then A £^ E and A^ E,so there exist n x n permutation 
matrices P and Q such that AP has the form (3) and QA has the form (4). Partition A 
according to (5) where, for the moment, each M^ is ni x Пр and observe that the 
last Wfe + i columns of A must be zero since AE = A. In the form (3), the block A^ 
is positive, so 
has nonzero columns. Let M^ be a block having a nonzero column. Then 
\Wj 
is the j-th column of blocks in the form (4). Since QMjEj = QMp M^jEj = M^p 
so each row of M^j is a row of Ej. Thus M^ = 0 for all i Ф j . 
Similarly, for each i = 1,..., k, exactly one block M^ of (Ma,.. . , Mij,, 0) is posi­
tive, and all the rest are zero blocks. Further, each row of this М^ is a row of Ej. 
If, for some t Ф i, M^j is also positive, then (M^,.. . , М,̂ , 0) P and (M,i,..., Mfj,, 0) P 
both have nonzero blocks in the j-th position of the block form (3), which is impos­
sible. Hence, for each i and each j , exactly one Mij is nonzero. 
Moreover, since AP has the form (3), if M^j is positive, then Mij is the block Ai 
in AP, so 
where M[j consists of nu+i rows of Mip 
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Conversely suppose A has the form (5). Let P = (Ptj), i,j = 1, . . . , ^ + 1, where 
the size of the block Pij is determined as follows: P^ is /î  x n̂  whenever My,- =1= 0, 
for i = 1, . . . , k, and Pk+ij is n^+i x Uj for j = 1, . . . , /c + 1. Let Pij = / if Р,.у 
is square. Otherwise set Pij = 0. Then P is an n x n permutation matrix such that AP 
has the form (3). Thus AME. Similarly there exists an n x и permutation matrix Q 
such that QA has the form (4), so Л =^ £. Thus АЖ E, which completes the proof. 
For each i = 1, ..., k, the mapping i -^ j if M,j ф 0 is a permutation of the 
set { 1 , . . . , k}. Such a mapping may be defined for each A eH^, and there are pre­
cisely /v! such mappings. Thus we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.2. (Schwarz) Let E be an idempotent in S„ with rank k. Then the maxi-
mal subgroup H^ of S„ having E as identity element is isomorphic to the full 
symmetric group on к letters. 
5. Green's relations for regular elements of D„. In this section Theorems 2.1 and 
3.1 are used to characterize Green's relations for regular elements of D„. These 
results have been obtained in another way by MONTAGUE and PLEMMONS [7] who 
were able to remove the restriction of regularity. The section concludes with several 
necessary and sufficient conditions for an element of D„ to be regular. 
The first two lemmas, which are dual, characterize ^-classes and ^-classes of D„ 
containing canonical idempotents. 
Lemma 5.1. Let E be a canonical idempotent in D„ with rank k, and let A e D„. 
Then AM E if and only if there exists an n x n permutation matrix P such that 
AP = E, 
Proof. Assume AME. Since £ is a canonical idempotent in D„, E is also a ca-
nonical idempotent in S„. Thus, by Theorem 2.1, there exists an n x и permutation 
matrix P such that 
AP =A,®...@Aj, 
where each Ai is an n̂  x ti stochastic matrix of rank 1. But each Ai is doubly 
stochastic, so n̂  = ti and Ai = £;. Thus AP = E. The converse is obvious. 
Lemma 5.2. Let E be a canonical idempotent in D„ with rank /c, and let A e D„. 
Then A ^ E if and only if there exists an n x n permutation matrix Q such that 
QA = £. 
As a result of the next three theorems, we obtain a characterization of the relations 
M and J^ for regular elements of D„. The characterizations of the relations J f and ^ 
follow as corollaries. 
Theorem 5.3. Let A be a regular element of D„. Then there exists a unique 
idempotent E in D„ such that AP = Efor some n x n permutation matrix P. 
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Proof. Since A is regular, Л ^ £ for some idempotent E in D„, If also A^ F 
and F^ = F, tben EF = F and FF = F since an idempotent is a left identity for its 
^-class. But then E = E'^ = (FEf = E^F"^ = EF = F, so F is unique. Now 
G = QEQ^ is a canonical idempotent for some n x n permutation matrix Q. 
Also QAQ^ ^ G, so, by Lemma 5.1, there exists an n x n permutation matrix P^ 
such that QAQ^Pi = G = QEQ^. Thus AQ^P^Q = E, so AP = E where P = 
Theorem 5.4. Let A be a regular element of D„. Then there exists a unique 
idempotent F in D„ such that QA = F for some n x n permutation matrix Q. 
Theorem 5.5. Let A, В be regular elements of D„. Then A ^ B\A 5£ Б] if and 
only if В — AP\B — QÄ] for some n x n permutation matrix F[ô] . 
Proof. Assume АМВ.Ъу Theorem 5.3 there exists a unique idempotent F in D^ 
such that APi = E for some n x n permutation matrix P^. Now В M E, so, by 
Lemma 5.1, there exists an n x n permutation matrix P2 such that BP2 = F. Thus 
В = EPl = AP^Pl = AP, where P = P^Pl. The converse is obvious. 
Corollary 5.6. Let A, В be regular elements of D„. Then A Ж В if and only if 
В — QA = AP for some n x n permutation matrices P and Q, 
Proof. The corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.5 and the defini­
tion of je. 
Corollary 5.7. Let A, В be regular elements of D„. Then A ^ В if and only if 
В = QAP for some n x n permutation matrices P and Q. 
Proof. Assume A^ B. Then there exists X in D„ such that A ^ X and X ^ В 
[2, Lemma 2.1]. Now X = AP = Q^B for some n x n permutation matrices P 
and 6, so В = QAP, The converse is obtained by reversing steps. 
We conclude this section with several necessary and sufficient conditions for an 
element of D„ to be regular. A number of other conditions may be found in [7]. 
Theorem 5.8. Let A e D„. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(1) A is regular, 
(2) QAP is idempotent for some n x n permutation matrices P and Q. 
(3) Q^A is idempotent for some n x n permutation matrix ßi. 
(4) APi is idempotent for some n x n permutation matrix P^. 
(5) AA^ Ш A; that is, AA^ = AP for some n x n permutation matrix P.. 
(6) A^A 5£ A; that is, A^A = QAfor some n x n permutation matrix Ô-
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Proof. The equivalence of the first four statements follows from Theorems 5.3 
and 5.4 and Corollary .5.7. If (4) holds, then A = £P[ , where E^ = E, so AA^ = 
= EPlP^E = E = AP^, so AA^ ^A, proving (5). We now show (5) implies (l), 
which will complete the proof since (6) is dual to (5). Assume AA^ = AP. Now 
AA^ = {AA^Y = {APy = Р^Л^ so Л = AA^P"^ = P'^A'^P'^. Thus 
AA^A = АРА = APP^A^P'^ = AA^P^ = A , 
so A is regular. 
6. Maximal subgroups of D„. In this section we give a new proof of the charac­
terization of the maximal subgroups of D„ which was first found independently by 
Schwarz [11] and FARAHAT [4]. Every regular ^-class of D„ contains a canonical 
idempotent, and every idempotent element of D„ is permutationally similar to 
a canonical idempotent. Thus it suffices to consider only those maximal subgroups H^ 
of D„ having a canonical idempotent E as identity element, since all other maximal 
subgroups will be isomorphic to one of these. 
Theorem 6.1. (Schwarz; Farahat) Let E be the canonical idempotent in D„ cor­
responding to n = «1 + .. . + П;̂ , with Hi ^ ^2 ^ ... ^ /t/j ^ 1. Let m^,. . . , m^ 
be the distinct members of the sequence n^,..., n ,̂ with m^ = n^, m^ = n^, and 
m^ > m2 > ... > m^.Fori — 1, ..,,t, let Pi be the multiplicity of m ̂  in the sequence 
ni, ..., Wfe. Then the maximal subgroup H^ of D„ is isomorphic to the group S(pi) @ 
Ф ^{Pi) © ••• Ф ^{Pt) where, for i = 1, . . . , t, S{p^) is the full symmetric group 
on pi letters. 
Proof. Let AeD„. Then, by Corollary 5.6, АеН^ if and only if there exist 
n X n permutation matrices P and Q such that A = QE = EP; that is, E = Q^EP. 
Thus Ae Hß if and only if A can be obtained from £ by a permutation of rows 
(or columns) which permutes the p^ blocks of E which have each entry equal to l/m^, 
Ï = 1, . . . , ,̂ and which does not interchange blocks with entries l/m^ and Ijmj 
whenever i Ф 7. For each i = 1, . . . , r, the set of all such permutations of blocks of E 
is isomorphic to the group S(pi). Thus H^ is isomorphic to the group S{p)i ® ... 
,..@S{p,). 
7. Generalized matrix inverses in D„. Given any matrix A over the complex field, 
PENROSE [8] shows that there exists a unique complex matrix X such that AXA = A, 
XAX = Z , and each of AX and XA is Hermitian. The matrix X is called the Moore-
Penrose inverse of A, and is denoted by Л^. It has applications in approximation 
theory and in numerical analysis; see, e.g., [ l ] , [5]. A semi-inverse of Л is a matrix X 
satisfying the equations AXA = A and XAX = X. 
In this section we give a new proof of the result of PLEMMONS and CLINE [9] 
concerning the semi-inverse and the Moore-Penrose inverse of a regular doubly 
stochastic matrix. The stochastic case is considered in [12]. 
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Theorem 7.1. (PLEMMONS and CLINE) A regular element A of D„ has A^ as its 
unique semi-inverse in D„. Moreover, A^ is the Moore-Penrose inverse of A, 
Proof. Let Л be a regular element of D„. By Theorem 5.3 there exists a unique 
idempotent E in D„ such that AME, so A = EP for some n x n permutation 
matrix P. Now A^ = P^E, so 
AA'^A = EPP^EEP = EP = A 
and 
A'^AA^ = P^'EEPP^E = P^E = A^, 
so A^ is a semi-inverse of A in D„. Since E is the only idempotent such that AME 
it follows [2, Theorem 2.18] that A^ is the unique semi-inverse of A in D„. Since 
doubly stochastic idempotents are symmetric, A^ must be the Moore-Penrose 
inverse of A. 
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